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About This Game

From Julian Gollop, the designer of the original, award-winning XCOM game comes Chaos Reborn - a turn-based wizard
combat game with single player Realm Quests and many online options. Between 2 and 6 players can challenge each other to
magical duels in a variety of arenas using a spell deck of interesting spells and creatures - including the Gooey Blob, Shadow

Wood, and more. There is a monthly league system and several game modes with live or asynchronous battles. You can explore
the Realms of Chaos fighting Wizard Lords and Kings, and invite players to join you in co-op battles, or act as an invader in

someone else's realm. These Realms can be designed by player Wizard Kings and rated by other players.
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The Binding of YOU is fun game that offers a challenge.. levels don't get harder, just longer. instead of doing one hard thing
you do 8 in a row and if any fails you start over at the begining. It's the most tedious and uninventive form of level design. 
https://youtu.be/A8skXDhP92g

After having to download a demo for a different game in order to make this work, I was already feeling the bitterness.

Drawn in by the interesting high contrast art style, this hot mess of a buggy game fails to play it's videos and offers nothing but
frustration.. This game absoulotley changed my life in a good way, and now I see life in a whole new light!. An enjoyable
experience overall

Pretty unique battle and leveling system, although a lot of the battles didn't seem to make the fullest use of all the mechanics.
That said, the endgame and post-game bosses were very fun because they will force you to master the battle and leveling system

Controls can take a while to get used to. Jumping and platforming can be wonky at times. There is one level in particular that
can test your patience

The story surprisingly has some meat to it. The dialogue writing could have been better though, but maybe that's part of the
charm

There is a card game, which is a plus

-------------------------
Overall score: 7.7 \/ 10.4
-------------------------. fun twin stick shooter featuring morphing jet as your playable character, your mission is to defend your
mothership from enemy... compete with other players on the leaderboard on your scores that would be automatically entered
each time you die or your mothership get destroyed.

game is very light with low poly but distinct and pretty graphics.. Don't play this anymore but it was interesting and like 2 bucks
at the time.
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Fun game that looks like older shooter games. It is not for every one but I like it. You can sprint all time and have weapons no
need to unlock them. Good for nostalgy.. Simple concept, good execution and fun. Recommended considering its price..
Suhweet game love it. Have played this and it's progenitors for some time. Great game.. Ultimately, much less fun than you
imagine upon seeing the trailer.

You expect sending a dummy through the gauntlet like a really violent version of The Incredible Machine, but the way
everything unlocks through a system of rather arbitrary challenges puts a damper on that. Eventually it becomes boring after a
few hours.. That's the text I've send to the steam support while I was requesting refunds, but I guess that can also be counted as a
review.
"Well, according to the screenshots I was expecting way more then pretty simple puzzle game with weird phisics and too much
lights everywhere.
I've played the game for half of an hour and my eyes actually starting to hurt.

"Hidden zones" or whatever they called can be revialed only with the specific orb. That's cool idea, but.. the thing is - I can't see
some walls even with that orb in my hands, as they are still semi-transparent and with the lights I've mentioned above - they are
still invisible."
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